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HAVE NO FEAR
OF PERFECTION,
YOU'LL NEVER

REACH IT

SALVADOR DALI:



100 YEARS LIFE
OF TEACHING

EDUCATION

     Azerbaijan State Pedagogical
University (ASPU) is one of the
higher education institutions with a
rich tradition, which has a special
place in the history of education of
our country. Since its establishment,
the university mission was to develop
education duties with dignity, along
with our republic. The university has
also trained highly qualified teachers
for the South Caucasus and Central
Asia.

    There are many facts of teaching as
early as 1921 as the oldest university
in Azerbaijan. Looking back at the
history and path of ASPU, it was the
first higher pedagogical educational
institution, on the basis of the decree
signed by the chairman of the
Council of People's Commissars of
the Azerbaijan SSR Nariman
Narimanov on August 26, 1921. 

    For the first time in Azerbaijan, the
initial steps of professionalism and
teacher development in education
were programmed by this university.
Since then, ASPU became one of the
successful educational institute that
carried out the training of scientific 
 and pedagogical staff for a number
of other countries.

to contribute to the development of
independent Azerbaijan through its
successful activities in the field of
teacher training: 

 to develop pedagogical education
using advanced scientific
achievement
to integrate new modern subjects in
teaching 

       There were many prominent
people, who graduates from this
University as known public, scientific
and cultural figures of Azerbaijan.
     
       ASPU could establish to provide
highly qualified pedagogical staff and
overcoming all the difficulties of the
time with honors although the institute
faced various difficulties during its
teaching and scientific-pedagogical
activities (1927–1929 and 1941–1943).
The university maintained an
important role in the increasing moral
potential of the nation by training
teachers who had a special contribution
to the development of national culture,
science and education in Azerbaijan. 

     Today as a specialized higher
education institution, the Azerbaijan
State Pedagogical University continues 
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to facilitate innovative teaching
technologies. 
 to promote volunteerism among
students

      Currently more than 30,000
students study at ADPU together with
branches and Pedagogical College.
The ASPU has branch campuses in the
following locations: Guba, Shamakhi,
Sheki, Aghjabadi, Jalilabad and work
collaboratively in all educational
projects. The university has about 70
doctors of sciences, more than 60
professors, about 300 associate
professors, more than 350 doctors of
philosophy. ADPU trains teachers in
22 specialties at the bachelor's level
and 20 specialties at the master's level.
Necessary steps are being taken at the
university to improve the content. 

      The ASPU has implemented a
significant contribution to the
development of modern teaching and
exchange international experiences to
bring new innovations. 

      Today, the university takes place
in highlighting its international
cooperation with world’s famous
universities carried out International
Double-degree Program at the master
level in education with George
Washington University, USA. An
agreement on a dual degree program
was signed on January 31, 2020 with
ADPU and George Washington
University (CVU) in Washington, DC
within the State Program on
Increasing the International
Competitiveness of the Higher
Education System in the Republic of
Azerbaijan for 2019-2023.  

       According to the agreement,
students graduating from the
university with a master's degree in
"Management (organization and
management of education)" will
receive a diploma from both

universities (graduates of the program
will also receive a master's degree in
CVU "Education and Human
Development: Education Policy and
Leadership".

      The ASPU carried out Erasmus +
exchanges students, academic and
administrative staff between partner
universities. ADPU cooperates with the
University College of Copenhagen -
UCC (Copenhagen, Denmark) within
the framework of ERASMUS +.
Undergraduate and graduate students,
as well as academic and administrative
staff, can participate in the exchange
program. Students and teachers can
develop communication and English
language skills and acquire a number
of practical skills that are important for
their future activities. 

       By studying Movlana program
students and teachers join exchange
programs between higher education
institutions studying in Turkey and
higher education institutions studying
abroad. Students and teachers
participate in the exchange program
can benefit from the program by
teaching at least one or at most two
semesters, and teachers by teaching at
higher education institutions in
Turkey for at least 2 weeks and at most
3 months.

       You can see many international
students studying in this university
and they are provided all services,
including housing, financial aids
and/or scholarships, a rich library,
STEM laboratory, sports clubs and
facilities, study abroad and exchange
programs, as well as administrative
services.

 We, all AAA board members
congratulate Azerbaijan State
Pedagogical University 100 year’s
anniversary and wish them successful
educational life.
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Interview with Gunel
Jannatova

Alumni Voice

Q: How would you introduce

yourself to the AAA

community? 

A: Just Gunel Jannatova (Dr.

Jannatova)

Q: You have done research in a

variety of fields, but

particularly ethnopsychology

caught my attention. This, I

feel, will be a novel and

engaging issue for alumni as

well. Could you please give us

a brief overview of

ethnopsychology? 

A: My research is relative to

ethnopsychology precisely how

ethnopsychology is present in

Folklore - albeit - a novel field of

study. Although, ethnopsychology

is a very young field of study,

many respectable scholars and

academicians are getting

notoriety in this precise field of

study. The discipline studies the

psychology and behavior of the

people of a particular ethnic

community. However, the

principal objects of study of are

tribes, peoples, nations, and

specific population groups that

are ethnically related, such as

groups of immigrants. 

Q: How did you come to the

decision to concentrate your

efforts in this area? 

A: It was not a quick jump to the

mentioned field. First, my PhD

topic was about women identity

in Jewish American Literature

after World War II. As you can see

it was connected

to within the Minority Literature

and overlapped with the Women

studied, Migrant studies,

ethnopsychology and so on. Then

I continued my education in Israel

and I had fantastic professors in

academia. I am very thankful to

them for guiding and directing me

in the path of choosing my

current field of study. 

Q: What was the most

fascinating aspect that you

discovered while studying

ethnopsychology?  

A:  I really do like how AAA works

and I would like to thank you for

giving opportunity. As a teacher I

like to explain everything in the

right order. Maybe you will

arrange a lecture and there I will

explain what I discovered. Andy

Warhol says: "In the future,

everyone will be world-famous for

15 minutes." Maybe AAA platform

is the platform that I will feel

fame.

Q: Where do you believe the

differences between ethnic

groupings stem from? 

A: The differences are old as

human beings. In few words,

Differences between ethnic

groups are based on different

factors such as race, language,

geography even food etc. 

Q: Where do you believe the

differences between ethnic

groupings stem from? 

A: The differences are old as

human beings. In few words,

Differences between ethnic

groups are based on different

factors such as race, language,

geography even food etc. 

Q: This is just my view, but do

you believe that mind

differences between nations

are becoming less pronounced

as time passes, or does this

have nothing to do with

ethnopsychology? 

A: One of my favorite

philosophers Walter Benjamin

stated, "that art will lose its

uniqueness and value under the

influence of mass production”. My

hypothesis is to assume that not

only art but humanity has been

losing its originality. 

 B Y  L A M A N  A S A D L I
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Q: Do your ideas differ before

and after your study abroad

experience? If yes, could you

tell us a little bit about how you

have changed? 

A: Many things were changed

and are changing, still, since

then. Before studying abroad, I

was always shy to show my

knowledge or to be proud of my

skills. Now, I feel more confident

about myself as a person and as

a scholar. Science and study is

often based on observation no

matter what the field. Indeed,

culture and societal norms from

abroad have imprinted on mine to

take from one another and merge

to what I am today.

Q: As a final question, how do

you believe ethnopsychology

will aid us in assessing our

return to Karabakh, where we

might live alongside

Armenians? 

A: What I observed during the 44-

day war made me to feel proud

of Azerbaijanis and how war was

not our end game; merely a

means to have peace in a place

that has not known stability for

over 30 years. As a scholar and as

a person I am very glad that we

were not raised by and with the

hatred. I have often observed this

behavior while studying in Israel.

Many similarities exist between

our two countries and this

phenomenon. It is our

characteristic feature what

differs us from others. It is a

saying that if you want to

understand a specific ethnic

group you have to know its

mythology and proverbs. We all

know our proverb: 

Laman Asadli

Yaxşılığa yaxşılıa hər kişinin
işidir yamanlığa yaxşılıq nər
kişinin işidir. 

Everone can return a favor, but

only noble man can do a favor to

the person who did bad things to

him. 
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ASAP -ın 28 avq- 1 sent

tarixlərində həyata keçirdiyi Ölkə

Xaricində Yaşayan və Məzun

olmuş Azərbaycanlı Gənclərin

Şəbəkələşmə Forumunda məzun

təşkilatı olaraq AAA-in də iştirakı

baş tutdu. 

5 gün davam edən forumda AAA-

in sədr müavini Günel Həsənova

təşkilatımızın 1 il ərzində

gördüyü işləri xaricdə təhsil almış

tələbələrin diqqətinə çatdırdı.

Təqdimatdan dərhal sonra baş

tutan sual-cavab panelində isə

uyğun olaraq Amerikada təhsillə

bağlı və Amerikada təhsil alan

gənclərin vətəndaş cəmiyyətinə

verdiyi töhfələrlə və keçirdiyi

layihələrlə bağlı forum

iştirakçıları məlumatlandırıldı.

Ölkə Xaricində
Yaşayan və Məzun
olmuş Azərbaycanlı

Gənclərin
Şəbəkələşmə Forumu
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https://www.aaa.org.az/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/ASAP-Networking-Forum.pdf


HawaiiAAAn
 BBQ Party

On the 30th of July ,  another

networking event of AAA yet in a

different format took part .  This

time ,  alumni congregated at

Mambo Beach ,  one of the city 's

coolest summer hangouts .

You can access the photos via

the link below ;

https : //drive .google .com/foldervi

ew?

id=1DeNos0L6f3JKQTtf_Jabwsi1FS

kwBJCt
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FLEX

DEPARTURE

AUGUST 17

 We wish our students a

great year full of fun and

new experiences.

Looking forward to

watching them grown,

make long-lasting ties,

and welcome them back

to Azerbaijan next year.

 

On August 17th, 12 FLEX

2023 finalists departed

from Azerbaijan. They

had a long trip but they

made it to the USA safe

and sound.
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PFP ALUMNUS
Fariz Ahmadov

Fariz Ahmadov, an alumnus of the Professional Fellows Program (PFP) Spring 2019, became

a finalist in the Chevening Scholarship Program funded by the Government of the United

Kingdom. As the finalist, he will continue his education for one year to receive MSc in Local

Economic Development from The London School of Economics and Political Science - LSE.

We congratulate him on this success and wish him many more achievements.
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https://www.facebook.com/lseps/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXQyZPW3p5lotSX6tMq_IMlRTtINfgpwbLbGCwJsfEu4wlEe8rNAgyNmdb_-ypAqQHd3xQltFrwz7HF8roywhcYwuwTfB0TYy0n2L56csW-x4w24mHM-o8RgM3ZbDFtbkxU2OUNFhJScavoY0iVU5Xz&__tn__=kK-R


PFP Alumnus
Success Story

FARIZ AHMADOV

Fariz Ahmadov ,  an alumnus of the Professional Fellows Program (PFP)

Spring 2019 ,  was selected a finalist in the "Rise" competition .  The

“Rise” was established by the Decree of President Ilham Aliyev dated

July 26 ,  2019 in order to identify ,  support and establish promising

leaders with high intellectual level and management skills in the

country .

The competition ,  taking place for the first time in the country ,  was

held for the age group of 21-51 ,  covering citizens of the Republic of

Azerbaijan with higher education and management experience ,

consisting of 5 stages - registration ,  online selection ,  interview ,  semi-

final and final .

Fariz Ahmadov was ranked the 28th out of 112 candidates in the final

stage held on July 10-11 ,  by successfully passing the stages of the

competition participated by 11 ,760 people .



Vacancy

Provides leadership and support for the projects 
Manages the projects  
Establishes and maintains a welcoming and supportive environment that
promotes mutual respect, accountability and collaboration
Develops and sustain collaborations with universities from around the
world 
Writes grant proposals 
Attracts and manages grants 
Maintains efficiency and effectiveness of all internal operations
Processes all project-related documents 
Guides administrative activities 

Masters degree 
Exceptional writing and communication skills in English
Experience in conducting research
Strategic thinker who is good at making decisions 
Organizational and time management skills

Job Title: Project Manager 
Reports to: Director of Development 

Position Summary: The Project Manager will be responsible for managing
the projects and guiding administrative activities, managing the
relationships with local and international partners, and processing all
project-related documents.    

Duties and Responsibilities: 

Qualifications

Please send your motivation letter and CV to risayeva@khazar.org 

Khazar University is announcing a vacancy for a Project Manager 
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